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or more than 10 years I carried a .22
Mini-Revolver on a daily basis. It slipped
so easily into a shirt pocket and went
everywhere with me except those few places
where it was absolutely impossible to go armed.
A 1911 makes a great first choice as a
concealed handgun, however, there are times
when a 1911 or even a I-frame S&W are hard to
conceal. This is where the Mini-Revolver really
shines.
Try to exercise at a fitness center with a
1911 in tow. The Mini-Revolver fits
inconspicuously into the side pocket of a pair of
sweats and if I should get really carried away
and actually sweat, no problem, it's stainless
steel. Today, with metal detectors virtually
everywhere the list of places where it is
necessary to go un-armed has greatly increased.
As much as possible I don't go to any of these
places.
With more than 45 states now having
CCW laws on the books and with many of these
being "shall issue" states, easily concealed
handguns are in great demand. North American
Arms fills a major portion of this demand
by offering an extensive line of small,
easy to conceal pistols. Their semiauto
lineup includes the Guardian chambered
in .32 ACP and .380 ACP as well as these
same two cartridges respectively necked
down to become the .25 NAA and .32
NAA. Along with these pistols NAA
offers several choices of holsters as well.
Switching to revolvers NAA
offers the world's smallest single-action
revolvers - five-shooters - with the tiniest
being chambered for .22 Short, and the
same basic revolver with correspondingly
longer cylinders in .22 Long Rifle, .22
Magnum, and also a .22 Magnum with an
auxiliary cylinder chambered in .22 Long
Rifle.

With the introduction a few years ago of the .17
HMR, North American Arms also chambered for this tiny
little cartridge as well as an even smaller version in the
.17 Mach 2. Both the .17s and .22s are also offered in a
Black Window configuration with a longer ribbed barrel
as well as a slightly larger grip with finger grooves. In
addition to cartridge firing Mini-Revolvers, NAA also
offers .22 black-powder versions requiring the use of
powder, round ball, and percussion cap.

Shooter Friendly
Basically, Mini-Revolvers are for last-ditch
resorts. If one is really needed, you are really in deep
trouble as these are for very close range. For the most
part, it is simply point and shoot.
So much so there is really no need for sights. However,
NAA has just recently introduced two new versions,
which makes it much easier to not only hold onto them,
but actually shoot them quite accurately. The new guns
are known as Boot Guns and are simply the basic
Mini-Revolvers fitted with a longer grip - a boot grip and as the name implies, they fit nicely into the top of the
boot. NAA also offers ankle holsters, clip-on belt holsters.
and even flap holsters for the Boot Guns.
Three versions are offered, the standard .22 Long
Rif1e, the .22 Magnum, and the .22 Magnum.22LR dual
cylindered model. and all can be had with l 1/8" or 1 5/8"
barrels. The longer boot grip makes the NAA
Mini-Revolver slightly harder to conceal. however it
makes it decidedly easier to shoot we with.

The boot grip can also be fitted to the other Mini
Revolvers from NAA. Both test guns with the longer
barrels were test fired in January, which is not the most
pleasant time of year in southwest Idaho. With a
temperature right at the freezing level, coupled with a
brisk wind, the longer grip also made it much easier for
cold hands to hold onto the Mini-Revolvers.
Although they are five-shot revolvers and most
single actions are only safe when carried with the hammer
down on an empty, these little Mini-Revolvers have a slot
between chambers so they can be safely carried with five
rounds when the hammer is resting in one of these little
slots. To load or unload the MiniAARevolver it is necessary
to remove the cylinder. This is made easy by the fact the
cylinder base pin is spring-loaded and when pushed in at
the front the base pin is unlocked and can be removed and
the cylinder with it. It is then handy to use the base pin to
poke out the empty cases, reload the cylinder, and replace.
I found it quite easy to fire both versions accurately
and to point of aim at seven yards. The rear sight is just a
dimple in the frame and too minuscule for my eyes to pick
up. However I did find it was quite easy to line up the top
of the cocked hammer and the front sight; using these
reference points groups of just slightly over 1" for four
shots were easy to obtain. With CCl's MiniMax HP+V, the
.22 Magnum version clocked out at 1,094 fps while with the
.22 LR Mini-Revolver, CCl's Mini-Mag +Vs registered 932 fps.
Consider them the world's most inexpensive life insurance policies.
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